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Fares will stay flat  

across much of the region,  
with slight increases  

depending on route and  
fare class. 

Despite high demand  
and political stability,  

overcapacity is keeping  
fare in check. 

  
Many countries  

within the region have  
experienced the  

growth of ride-sharing  
both from homegrown  

companies and local  
investment by  

international players.

  
Diverse economic  

conditions will cause  
hotel rates to vary  

greatly depending on  
the country in 2017.

Travel prices are  
heavily driven  

by leisure demand  
from China

Where inventory isn’t  
being added, such  

as in Tokyo or Sydney,  
rates are expected  

to rise

Although carrier  
competition remains  
strong, capacity has  
reduced in Australia  

so slight airfare  
increases are likely

Large investments  
in ride-sharing  

companies in India  
and China

International airfares  
are likely to decrease  

as Singapore’s  
economy continues  

to slow

There is enough supply to keep up with the booming demands in India and China, keeping airfare flat. In Australia 
and Japan, inventory is being reduced or remaining the same, causing hotel rates to rise.

Though there is  
significant competition  
from low-cost carriers,  

India’s economy is  
expanding and airfare  

increases are likely
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American Express Global Business Travel (“GBT”) is a joint venture that is not wholly-owned by American Express Company or any of its subsidiaries (“American Express”).   

“American Express Global Business Travel”, “American Express” and the American Express logo are trademarks of American Express, and are used under limited license.

What APAC Business Travelers  
Can Expect to Pay in

The 2017 Global Business Travel Forecast by  
American Express Global Business Travel is an annual  
product which forecasts industry rates for Hotel,  
Air and Ground across the Americas, EMEA and APAC  
markets for 2017.  2017


